B@Juan’s
CAVA AND SPARKLING WINE
MM 1882 SELECCIÓN ESPECIAL CAVA BRUT £23.50
Crisp, clean and dry. A quality Cava from Spain
MM 1882 SELECCIÓN ESPECIAL ROSE CAVA BRUT £23.50
Very attractive rosé Cava. Dry and fragrant. Made from Merlot grapes
PROSECCO DOC £26.00
Superb quality Prosecco with a clean and refreshing taste.

CHAMPAGNE
MARCEL PIERRE House Champagne £47.00
Light and elegant colour, fine bubbles, persistent foam ring.
In the mouth this wine is soft and fruity.
MOËT et CHANDON £56.00
Nutty fruit on the nose, good depth and balance
TAITTINGER BRUT RESERVE £69.00
This delightful brut non-vintage has a fruity, yeasty nose. An attractive array of peach, white
flowers and vanilla pod flavours are evident throughout, enhanced by the fine mousse.
Delightfully lively and harmonious.
BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVÈE BRUT £82.00
Crisp dry with a good balance of fruit and acidity
LAURENT PERRIER ROSE £85.00
On the nose the wine shows hints of red and black fruit, reminiscent of raspberries, black
cherries and blackcurrants. The wine is fresh, rounded and supple, with a long finish.

HOUSE SELECTION
MARQUÉS DE VERDELLANO BLANCO MACABEO, REQUENA £15.00
Crisp, light and fruity with an aromatic finish.
MARQUÉS DE VERDELLANO ROSADO BOBAL, REQUENA £15.00
Pear drops with a crisp strawberry finish.
MARQUÉS DE VERDELLANO TINTO TEMPRANILLO, REQUENA £15.00
Crisp fruity red with a delicious strawberry finish
ROYAL BLANCO , DO RIOJA £17.50
Crisp, clean and dry with green apples and citrus on the finish
ROYAL TINTO, DO RIOJA £17.50
Aromatic, soft and round with a hint of oak.
PINOT GRIGIO, DECANAL , ITALY £17.50
Punchy, fragrant with bags of fruit

WHITE WINE
CHILE
EL OTRO SAUVIGNON BLANC £18.50
Aromas dominated by citrus such as Grapefruit and Tangerines with a well balanced crisp
finish.

FRANCE
VIOGNIER, LA BAUME £25.00
Fragrant, spicy white with an aromatic and full flavoured taste.
MACON BLANC VILLAGES, ABBATIALES £27.00
Soft and dry white Burgundy

ITALY
LUNATE FIANO £20.50
Full flavoured and fragrand with a big juicy finish from Sicilly.
PINOT GRIGIO, Il Palù £22.00
Spicy and aromatic white with a lingering finish
GAVI DI GAVI £30.5O
Pale straw, with delicate greenish highlights. Highly typical,
flinty accents; almonds and hazelnut in the finale.

WHITE WINE
SOUTH AFRICA
MILLBERG CHENIN BLANC £18.50
Really delicious. Crisp, dry, refreshing white.

SPAIN
BORDÓN BLANCO, RIOJA £18.50
Exciting fresh fruity dry Rioja
SAUVIGNON BLANC, BASCARLON, DO RUEDA £20.50
Rich and sherberty, with lots of powerful fruit and a racy finish.
ALMA DE BLANCO GODELLO , MONTERREI £23.40
Intensely rich and floral flavours, with spice and honey
ALBARIÑO VEIGA DA PRINCESA, RIAS BAIXAS £26.00
Full, fat and floral on the nose with an intensely fruity with an aromatic
palate and a wonderfully balanced, full finish. Really
good quality, great value, this wine will not disappoint .

ROSÈ WINE
ITALY
PINOT GRIGIO ROSÈ, COL DI SOTO £18.50
Fruty, dryish rosė with a hint of wild strawberries and raspberries

SPAIN
BORDÓN ROSADO, DO RIOJA £18.50
Salmon pink, crisp, fruity dry rosé with a finish of wild Raspberries. Absolutely delicious
HOMENAJE ROSADO, DO NAVARRA £19.00
Fabulous rosé. Full of summer fruits especially Strawberries and Raspberries. Great quality
and presentation. Gold Medal Winner.
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RED WINE
ARGENTINA
ALFREDO ROCA MALBEC £23.00
Big, chewy fruit with a full, plumy flavour
pepper,plums and blackberries characterize the profile of the juicy, middle-bodied and softtextured Malbec. Its blackberries, cassis, blueberries and plums intertwine with spices and fresh
pepper notes.”
ALFREDO ROCA PINOT NOIR £25.00
Smooth, soft and round with lots of black cherry flavours and ripe plums with a full bodied
palate and lovely soft finish with a hint of oak.

CHILE
EL OTRO MERLOT £18.50
A great first impression of red fruits and plum with a mouthful of concentrated candied fruits
and toffee on the palate and a long, soft and silky finish.
CARTA VIEJA CARMENÈRE (LIMITED RELEASE) £24.00
An intense aromatic nose with red berried fruits and a slight smokiness, a soft, textured palate
of juicy fruits and dark chocolate and a deep well balanced finish.

FRANCE
CÔTES DU RHÔNE , MAZETS de St VICTOR £23.40
Full flavoured, yet soft and smooth., good fruity finish
CHATEAU HAUT DU PUY, HAUT MEDOC £27.50
Rich, soft, smooth, bundles of fruit, soft tannins and soft long finish
CÔTES DE BROUILLY , HENRY FESSY £32.50
Full flavoured, yet soft and smooth.
Very fruity, floral nose: cranberry and peaches. Good acidity
CHATEAU CROIX DE THOMAS St. GEORGES, St EMILLION £33.00
Very nicely balanced wine. Red & black fruits intertwined with earth notes, medium+ tannins &
good acidity. Some spice notes are detected in the middle during its long length. Easy drinking
wine.
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RED WINE
FRANCE
CHATEAU CISSAC, CRU BOURGEOIS, £45.00
Dark clear purple red Behind a base of cherries and blackberry coat you can find coffee, and
cacao, heavy vanilla oak Medium body red with soft tannins and good length,
COTES de BEAUNE VILLAGES, LOUIS LATOUR £48.00
The Côte de Beaune-Villages 2010 reveals a shiny red color with a beautiful deepness. The
typical red fruit nose is dominated by cherry. Good suppleness on the palate, this wine is rather
round with some spicy notes
CHATEAUNEF du PAPE, RESERVE des ARGENTIERS, RHONE £49.00
Solid bouquet of red fruit with a little spice. Pretty, quite sweet, open, plenty of Grenache with a
late bite of tannins, good balance and a fabulous finish
COTES de NUITS VILLAGES, LOUIS LATOUR £51.00
the nose, the Côte de Nuits-Villages, has aromas of red and black cherry fruits, with notes of
liquorice. In the mouth, it is soft and rich with finely balanced tannins and good length. A great
wine
NUITS St GEORGES, LOUIS LATOUR £80.00
An intense, deeply coloured wine, showing pronounced, complex fruit, cherries, blackcurrents
and violets, with truffles and spice. Subtle and integrated oak flavours on the palate with peppery
notes, this wine is medium bodied, concentrated and admirably long on the finish.
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RED WINE
ITALY
PRIMITIVO DI PUGLIA £17.50
Attractive, modern style, fruity wine with a soft, smooth, oaky finish
CHIANTI CLASSICO £ 25.50
Elegant with tannic austerity and complex aromas. With a deep, ruby-red hue, this wine has
initial fruits and spices that shift gradually into forest fruits and herbal notes. This is an elegant
wine that reflects fully the characteristics of its terroir
BARBERA D’ASTI DOCG, PIEDMONTE £32.OO
On the nose it shows itself to be rich in ripe fruit and possesses a marked elegance; on the palate
it is pleasantly easy to drink, harmonious and tasty. The aforementioned features make it a
modern wine, highly successful and suitable for serving with the widest range of dishes.
AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO, DOC VENETO £48.00
Dark ruby color, this wine has notes of dark cherry, ganache, tar and ripe raisins, nice balance
and concentration.
BAROLO, BOTTER, BOCG, PIEDMONTE £51.00
The wine is a medium ruby colour with slight garnet appearing on the rim. The nose is intense
with aromas of red and black cherry, licorice, chocolate, spice, and rose petals. Flavours of red
and dark fruit dominate the palate. The texture is smooth with ample acidity and firm tannins
that appear balanced. This is a big wine with a good length.

SOUTH AFRICA
.CAPE DREAM PINOTAGE £18.50
Floral bouquet with well-balanced berry and red cherry flavours which lingers on the palate.
Robust red with soft, velvety tannins.
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RED WINE
SPAIN
CUVI TINTO, DO CASTILLA-LEÓN £20.50
Modern, up front and fruity red with a touch of oak.
RIOJA BORDÓN CRIANZA, DO RIOJA £23.00
This wine has been described as “Burnt toast, vanilla oak, complex and interesting.
Beautifully balanced, elegant and classy. Summer pudding, spice, cloves
and a great finish”.
VIÑA DEL VAL TINTO, DO RIBERA DEL DUERO £24.00
Soft, velvety red from with good fruit and a lingering finish
MARQUÉS DE VALPARAISO CRIANZA, DO RIBERA DEL DUERO £29.00
Intense dark fruit with soft tannins and a hint of vanilla, cedar
and spice.
MARQUÉS DE RISCAL RESERVA, DO RIOJA £31.50
Rich round and very soft with hints of vanilla and a
long fruity aftertaste
GLORIOSO RESERVA, DO RIOJA £38.00
Produced with a careful selection of grapes from old vines, the reserva also undergoes a similar
fermentation, clarification and fining process to the crianza. Aged in French oak barrels a
minimum of 18 months and 18 months in the bottle. Deep ruby in colour. Ripe dark fruits,
balanced by well integrated oak and spice on the nose. Rich, complex dark fruits and a long
finish on the palate.
COSME PALACIO Y HERMANOS RESERVA PRIVADA 2001, DO RIOJA £45.00
Lovely red-maroon dark color with saffron edges. An intense nose with notes of elegant red fruit
and with the promise of an excellent long aging (spices, leather, balsamic, cigars) with a hint of
coffee and cocoa. It seduces you from the first contact with the nose.
Strong and full of flavor, it surprises you by its vivacity and character, then charms you with its
elegance, smooth tannins and length in mouth.
MAS SAURA, DO PRIORAT £58.00
Purple hued garnet. Red fruit, fresh and delicate spiciness. Attractive aromatic expression with
fine intensity and some complexity. Very round palate, quite generous, slightly tannic, attractive
flavours, very well-balanced, very good length and persistence.
PESQUERA RESERVA, DO RIBERA DEL DUERO £65.00
The 2007 Pesquera Reserva offers up a commplex aromatic array of balsam wood, espresso,
lavender, incense, exotic spices, and assorted black fruits. Savory, ripe, and a great finish
MIRTO de RAMON BILBAO, DOC RIOJA £72.00
Bright and very opaque pomegranate colour with purple hues. from the black berries.
In the mouth its soft and elegant texture yet blunt and powerful. The wine develops in multiple
layers that show the effort of integration between the Tempranillo fruit and the subtleness of the
oak ageing. It remains in the palate leaving a fresh and juicy imprint that brings back the fruits
from the first taste.

HALF BOTLLES
BORDÓN BLANCO, RIOJA £10.50
Exciting fresh fruity dry Rioja
RIOJA BORDÓN CRIANZA, DO RIOJA £13.00
This wine has been described as “Burnt toast, vanilla oak, complex and interesting.
Beautifully balanced, elegant and classy. Summer pudding, spice, cloves
and a great finish”.

SHERRIES AND DESERT WINES
Served in measures of 75ml
MANZANILLA LA GITANA £5.00
TIO PEPE £4.50
AMONTILLADO £4.50
PEDRO XIMENEZ £5.75
LATE BOTTLE VINTAGE PORT £5.50
10 YEAR OLD TAWNY PORT £8.00

SERRATA MOSCATEL de ALEJANDRIA2010
EXTRAORDINARY!!!, honey, incense, thyme, absolutely brilliant!

£21.00 500ml bottle
£5.50 glass

BOCA NEGRA MONASTRELL DULCE
Ripe berries and full, sweet spiciness, slightly tannic finish

£21.00 500ml bottle
£5.50glass
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